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INTRODUCTION
Cancer drug resistance has been and unfortunately still is a major problem in cancer therapy. Almost any 
therapy (except surgery) that is being used in the treatment of cancer can result in resistance. Unfortunately 
there is a large group of patients that will either not respond to the applied therapy (intrinsic resistance) or 
will become resistant during therapy (acquired resistance). Sometimes patients can become resistant to one 
specific drug and remain sensitive to other drugs (one-drug resistance); another group of patients may become 
resistant to one drug and will be resistant to other unrelated drugs as well (multiple drug resistance, MDR).

TYPES OF RESISTANCE
There is a difference in the response between various tumor types. Some tumors, such as pancreatic cancer 
have a limited survival[1], most likely due to a combination of failures, such as to surgery and the subsequent 
adjuvant chemotherapy, consisting of either a gemcitabine based therapy or a 5-fluorouracil (5FU) based 
combination such as FOLFIRINOX[2]. Although the latter therapy is more effective, this is at the cost of 
serious toxicity. Hence, pancreatic cancer is a disease for which resistance is intrinsic. In contrast, the majority 
of breast cancer patients will be cured, due to a combination of effective screening, improved surgery and 
radiation, and effective adjuvant therapy[3]. Even triple negative patients have a > 70% 5-year survival. In 
this disease and in stage III and IV patients acquired resistance is a major problem. For a subpopulation of 
breast cancer patients, specific causes for resistance such as BRCA have been identified, and fortunately, for 
a subgroup of patients effective new therapies are available.

CANCER DRUG RESISTANCE: WHY A NEW JOURNAL?
Although all major journals publish papers on resistance, no specific journal on resistance in cancer exists 
and we felt that this gap should be closed. With Cancer Drug Resistance, we aim to establish a forum for 



papers dealing with all aspects of drug resistance. In Figure 1, a schematic overview of potential resistance 
mechanisms is given. Unfortunately, novel drug development by cell and molecular biologists, often neglects 
the pharmacology of a drug. However, poor pharmacology is a major type of resistance, although poor 
pharmacology can sometimes be turned into an advantage[4]. A drug that simply does not reach a tumor will 
not be effective. This holds for both oral and intravenous administration. At intravenous administration, the 
drug may be catabolized by either phase I or phase II enzymes, before it reaches the tumor. An extensive 
clearance, e.g., renal clearance, may also prevent a drug reaching a tumor. At oral administration an additional 
hurdle can be expected, since the gut epithelial cells are designed to prevent uptake of xenobiotics, which 
include anticancer drugs. This can lead to a poor gut uptake and low plasma and tumor drug concentrations. 
Next the first pass effect of the liver can prevent further distribution through the body leading to a low tumor 
exposure.

WHAT IS SPECIAL IN THE FIRST ISSUE?
When a drug reaches a tumor, the cancer cell has an extensive arsenal of defense mechanism. A drug has 
to be taken up by the cancer cells and defective transport is a major mechanism of resistance. Uptake can 
be mediated by diffusion, a facilitated transporter or a concentrative energy dependent transporter. When a 
drug manages to be taken up, it can almost immediately being kicked out by one of the ATP-binding cassette 
transporters, as described by Jaramillo et al.[5] in this issue. In this paper, approaches to bypass increased efflux 
are summarized, with emphasis on novel developments since the landmark paper by Szakács et al.[6]. When 
a drug manages to be taken up into a cancer cell, the drug will encounter more hurdles leading to resistance, 
such as defective activation, or extensive degradation. The paper by Dominijanni and Gmeiner[7] describes a 
dual approach to bypass resistance. By using a prodrug complex, the drug can bypass the usual transporters, 
does not need activation and can immediately hit its target, thymidylate synthase (TS). This novel application 
of an old drug is ready to be tested in patients. When a drug, in this case FdUMP, the active metabolite of 5FU, 
hits its target TS, the cell can respond by modifying the target, e.g., by increasing the gene expression or the 
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Figure 1. Simplified scheme, summarizing various possibilities for drug resistance: (1) at oral administration gut uptake can be poor; (2) i.v. 
administration can be associated with extensive renal clearance or liver metabolic clearance by phase I and II enzymes; (3) from the tumor 
blood capillaries the drug can be taken up by either diffusion (single arrow), facilitated transport (tube) or active transport (cross); (4) in the 
cell the drug can be activated or inactivated; (5) these metabolites can be effluxed; (6) the drug can be sequestered (e.g., in the lysosome, 
where it can be protonated); (7) the drug can hit a protein kinase; (8) or DNA; (9) or other targets. The cell can respond to changes in any of 
these processes (either increase or decrease), activate alternative signaling pathways, modify the target, or repair the damage



activity of the target, modify the drug binding or enabling the cell to increase the concentration of its target[8], 
making it less sensitive. In the case of TS, this means an increased expression of TS, which has been associated 
by resistance to 5FU. 5FU is often given in combination with leucovorin which prevents this increase in TS[9]. 
Another approach to bypass resistance to this drug (and basically any drug) is to develop clever combinations 
in which one drug sometimes uses the resistance mechanism in order to be effective[10]. Therefore 5FU is often 
combined with cisplatin in the treatment of head & neck cancer, and with oxaliplatin in colon cancer (FOLFOX 
regimens)[11]. Novel combinations include bevacizumab which neutralizes the vascular endothelial growth 
factor[12], and inhibits angiogenesis. On the other hand cetuximab inhibits epidermal growth factor (EGFR) 
mediated signaling. Small molecule inhibitors of EGFR such as erlotinib and gefitinib, are only active in 
adenocarcinoma of non-small cell lung cancer when the tumor has activating mutations, making the tumor 
cell dependent on (or addicted to) EGFR signaling. Additional mutations (e.g., T790M) lead to resistance, 
but these cells are sensitive to the 3rd generation of EGFR inhibitors[13]. From these data it should be noted, 
that dependent on the target a high expression (or mutated enzyme) can lead to either resistance or increased 
sensitivity. Additional mutations can lead to resistance, but sensitivity to other inhibitors designed to hit the 
mutated site[14].

Drugs, such as cisplatin can hit their target DNA by forming either intrastrand or inter strand adducts. The 
cell subsequently dies or finds ways to bypass its death, for cisplatin this is usually mediated by apoptosis, as 
described in the paper by Ballestreri et al.[15]. Aberrations in the apoptotic machinery may prevent a cancer 
cell from dying, leading to resistance. Another protection mechanism of the cell is autophagy, which is either 
another form of cell kill or a survival pathway[16]. It can also provide the cell with additional nutrients, such 
as amino acids, so that the cells survive.

Enzymes that repair the DNA damage form an important resistance mechanism and are a major hurdle 
in treatment. Treatment often induces repair mechanism in the cell. The paper by Sharaf Eldin et al.[17] 
describes the role of apoptosis in resistance to another alkylating drug, but surprisingly RAS expression is 
also involved in resistance. They describe a novel approach to reverse resistance by the use of siRNA, which 
suppresses the survival pathway in which RAS plays a role. Uckun and Qazi[18] also used siRNA (encapsulated 
in nanoparticles) to downregulate the CD22∆ E12 in drug-resistant B-precursor ALL. Unfortunately siRNA 
application is still limited to model systems, although carriers such as nanoparticles are being investigated 
to solve this problem. 

A not very well known resistance mechanism involves drug sequestration, which means that drugs 
accumulate in cellular organelles or vesicles such as lysosomes, preventing that the drugs do not reach 
their targets. Gotink et al.[19] characterized the mechanism of lysosomal uptake of sunitinib, which involves 
protonation of the drug, so that it cannot efflux. This effect seems to be widely distributed for several tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors[20]. A sudden release of the lysosomal content will lead to immediate cell death as was 
demonstrated elegantly by Adar et al.[21] for certain acridones that can also accumulate in lysosomes. 

NEW CHALLENGES
A major challenge in studying drug resistance is how to identify this in patients and how to bypass resistance. 
Fortunately novel technology, such as imaging and positron emission tomography help to identify in 
vivo mechanisms of resistance in animal models and patients[22]. Novel medicinal chemistry technology 
enables to synthesize new drugs using scaffolds such as molecular modeling[23]. Another approach is to use 
pharmacogenetics to identify patients that express a resistance marker before treatment[24].

Another new challenge is how to prevent resistance to immunotherapy. Currently immunotherapy is 
restricted to antibodies, but small molecules that affect the defective immune system are being developed[25]. 
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Since these drugs do not directly target a cancer cell, resistance mechanisms in immune cells need to be 
taken care of, e.g., some types of differentiated macrophages express a high level of BCRP[26].

Treatment modalities such as radiation are often combined with standard chemotherapy or with one of 
the novel tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Radiation often induces one of the survival pathways such as the AKT 
pathway[27], which can be inhibited by specific drugs such as MK2206[28] or perifosine[29]. Hyperthermia is 
based on an altered expression of activating or repair enzymes at a higher temperature, which may bypass 
resistance as well[30].

Cancer Drug Resistance aims to provide a forum for all types of drug resistance, in order to identify or 
elucidate the mechanism of resistance and importantly, how to bypass the resistance. Novel targeted drugs, 
usually consisting of a multitarget tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) or a serine-threonine protein kinase 
inhibitor, were originally developed with the assumption, that being targeted would not lead to resistance, 
since the cell would die rapidly or cell proliferation would be controlled. Unfortunately, this wishful thinking 
was completely incorrect, and TKIs are subject to similar resistance mechanisms as the standard cytotoxic 
drugs, as indicated in Figure 1 as well. Additionally, these drugs often have a poor bioavailability, because of 
an effective transport from the gut epithelium back to the gut lumen[31,32].

This first issue provides a high standard, with a diversity of targets and drugs. We are looking forward to 
receive papers covering one or more of these aspects. 
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